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HASKINS & SELLS

Solution to Cost Problem
T H E R E appeared in the June number of
the BULLETIN the

following problem:

"For cost purposes, how should
graded leaf in the cigar industry be
priced? Should grade No. 4 be treated
as of the same price as grade N o . 1,
provided it came from the same hogshead? If this is done it will happen
that a month when the factory works
chiefly on low-grade tobacco may show
a loss, while a month when it works
chiefly on high-grade goods will show
an abnormal profit. If the grades out
of the same hogshead are treated as of
different prices, how should those
prices be determined?"
A solution to the problem submitted by
M r . R. M . Wilbur, of the New York staff,
follows:
"Different grades of leaf tobacco
from the same hogshead should be
priced for cost purposes on a differential basis.
For example: Assume that the
Banks Company purchase 1 hogshead
of leaf tobacco weighing—
400 lbs. @ $2.50 per lb., cost $1,000.00

Assume further that upon receipt at
their factory this tobacco is graded as—
No. 1 tobacco 200 lbs.
"

4

"

200 "

and that the value of one pound of No.
1 tobacco is four times that of one
pound of N o . 4.
No. 1 — 200 lbs. X 4 =
"

4 — 200 "

=

800
200
1000

8 0 % of $1000.00 =
20% "
1000.00 =
100

$800.00
200.00
$1000.00
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No. 1 tobacco 200 lbs. $800.00 —
$4.60 per lb. for cost purpose.
No. 4 tobacco 200 lbs. $200.00 —
$1.00 per lb. for cost purpose."
The essence of the solution lies in determining the relative market values of the
different grades. The fact that the hogshead yields more than one grade suggests
a difference in value. What should be more
natural than to ascertain the market value
of the respective grades? Once ascertained,
these values serve to establish a relation
among the various grades which may be
used in "weighting" them for cost purposes. Unless this is done marked inconsistencies in selling prices are bound to
result.
To sell for $5.00 a pound tobacco which
cost $2.50 per pound, would appear to be
profitable business. If one stops to consider that of the two grades involved in
the present discussion the first may sell
ordinarily for $10.00 a pound, while the
second usually sells for $1.00 a pound, it
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is apparent that if the hogshead were to
yield equal quantities of each grade and they
were to be offered as grades at $5.00 per
pound, one lot would remain unsold while
the demand for the other would be so great
as to exhaust the supply instanter.
The principle involved applies to any
product which is bought in a mixed state
and sorted into grades. Rags offer one
example of this. They are bought in mixed
bales and assorted into pure white, mixed,
and waste. For cost purposes, the cost of
a bale is divided by the resulting quantities
weighted on the basis of the selling prices
of the component grades.
Another example is found in the chemical
industry, where one basic product will yield
two or more secondary products which vary
in market value. Again, some process may
result in a main product and a by-product.
The main product may be made in large
quantities but have low commercial value.
The by-product may be produced in small
quantities but be extremely valuable.
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